The schemes [3, 4] are parallel to the method of single perturbation [1] or double perturbation [2] , if not identical. In the present communication we extend such [4] a scheme to incorporate the frequencydependent multipole polarizabilities of atomic systems. We propose the following expansion for the total energy, the applied electric field being harmonic in time with angular frequency w, in the notation of earlier references [3, 4] , al(w) being the frequency dependent multipole polarizability and Note that for w = 0, the expression (1) reduces to the static expression [3, 4] . We where there are n constants Âl(± w), bl( ± w), ôi(+ w), ... Minimizing eq. (6) w.r.t. n constants Ài( + w), bl(± w), ... and using xi( + ) as given by (18), we get which is the [N, N -1] Padé approximant for al(w) [5] . Note that, now, SnL and PnL have cumbersome expressions unlike those for n = 1 and 2 as given above by eqs. (11) [6] [7] [8] [9] . An important application of frequency-dependent multipole polarizability is to obtain the dispersion force coefficient for the long range interaction between two (or more) interacting neutral systems by utilizing the generalized Casimir-Polder integral formulas [5] where lJ.,(iy) refers to frequency dependent multipole polarizabilities at an imaginary axis w = iy, the second order dispersion energy between two interacting systems is given by [10] ,
The following expression for the second-order dispersion energy for interacting hydrogen and He pairs results using eqs. (19) to (22) 
